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Abstract
Sometimes, in computer graphics, there is a need to show a part or a piece of a
specific picture to study it accurately. For this purpose a window can be used to select
the interested part of the picture for display out of other parts. This window is called a
clipping window and this process is called a clipping process .On the other hand,
clipping is required when a part of a moving image becomes out of the visible zone for
display. So the clipping process is one of the important issues in the field of computer
graphic specially for real time applications. Therefore a study of the line clipping with
respect to a rectangular window while looking to various methods to achieve clipping
process in the image space is presented in this paper. In addition to that, performance
measurements are conducted and compared. The paper develops a method to perform
clipping in the object space in which the line segment is clipped against a viewing
volume. Finally, pipelining is adopted to realize clipping algorithm in hardware.
Key Words : Regional Code, Clipping Window , Viewing Pyramid, Pipeline.

هعواسَح خظ أًاتُة لتقلُن هقاطع خطىط هستقُوح
دٌَا سَاض إتشاهُن

ٍفخش الذَي حاهذ عل

 جاهعح الوىصل – العشاق- ملُح الهٌذسح

الخالصح
فٍ تطثُقاخ الشسىم الوىلذج تالحاسىب هٌاك حاجح لعشض جضء هي الصىسج النلُح حُث َستخذم شثاك القطعع خختُعاس
 هعي ًاحُعح. َسوً هزا الشثاك تشثاك التقلُن وتسوً العولُعح تعولُعح التقلعُن.الجضء الوطلىب وإعادج عشضه علً الشاشح
أخشي التقلُن أَضا ضشوسٌ وهطلىب عٌذها َخشج جضء هعي صعىسج هتحشمعح خعاسج ًطعاق الشاَعا والععشض لعزلل التقلعُن
 تٌاء علً هعا تقعذم فعٍ هعزا الثحعث دساسعح.ٍههن فٍ عولُح تىلُذ الصىس الوتحشمح خصىصا عٌذ األداء فٍ الضهي الحقُق
لنُفُح تقلُن قطعح الخعظ الوسعتقُن تالٌسعثح لشعثاك هسعتطُل هعع هقاسًعح الطعشق الوختلفعح خًجعاص رلعل فعٍ فضعاء الصعىسج
 موعا تعن تطعىَش عولُعح التقلعُن ألدائهعا فعٍ فضعاء الشعٍء حُعث َعتن تقلعُن.تاإلضافح إلً تعضَض رلل تقُاط األداء وهقاسًتعه
. ٌ فٍ الٌهاَح تن تثٌٍ تقٌُح خظ األًاتُة لتٌفُز التقلُن فٍ النُاى الواد.الوستقُن تالٌسثح إلً حجن الشاَا
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1- Introduction
Computer graphic is one of the technical fields that is more public and more developing
year after year. This is due to the fast development in computer itself and the increase its
ability bearing in hand that the effective interaction between the users and computers
depends on what they see on the monitors [1]. The picture is one of the fast and effective
means in the field of communication where the computer graphic is a growth up field
because it find a wide application area like education , science , medical , advertisement,
simulation and training [2]. In computer graphics a picture could contains many objects that
may concealment one another. To understand the complex spatial relationship that exists,
users look for graphical tools that can efficiently manipulate the content of the views[3]. One
of the important operations in computer graphic is modeling which is used to represent
objects by a number of flat faces or polygons and the degree of complexity of an object
depends on the number of faces used to represent it . Each face or polygon is represented by
a number of line segments, as borders, so by increasing the faces representing the object the
number of lines are increased too. However, clipping of each polygonal flat or planar face is
accomplished by clipping each of its border straight line segments. This is why the clipping
of the whole polygonal object is based on the clipping of a straight line segment which is the
subject of this paper. There are several well-known clipping algorithms each having its
strengths and weaknesses , the oldest one from (1974) is called the Sutherland Hodgman
algorithm as presented by Newman and Spruoll , in its basic form it is relatively simple and
very efficient in tow important cases one being when the line is completely inside the
clipping boundaries and the other when it is completely outside [4]. The Weiler and Atherton
(1977) algorithm is more complicated , it allows clipping of a subject by an arbitrarily shape
of clip polygon so it is generally applicable only in 2D (two dimension) [5]. In (1978) an
algorithm was independently adopted by Cyrus and Beck that did not develop the trivial
reject cases that are so important for efficiency [6]. The Liang – Barsky algorithm in (1983)
was good and more complicated but in certain cases fewer intersections need to be calculated
than for Sutherland-Hodgman therefore it may be somewhat faster when many polygon lines
intersect with clipping boundaries [7].In (1987) Sobkow , Pospilsil and Yang developed an
algorithm which is used in the sense that they enumerate all possible relationship between a
line and the clipping region and only compute intersection points where these are required as
a part of the output [8].In (1989) Scholl and Voisard defined general polygons [9] and in
(1992) they extended this general types for points and lines [10]. In (1990) Nicholl , Lee
and Nicholl presented a very efficient two dimensional line clipping algorithm that is based
on a case by case approach and which improved upon the efficiency of existing line clipping
algorithm , however this algorithm is only applicable in two dimension [11]. According to
the outcome of (AND) and (OR) of the codes of the two end points or vertices of the line
segment it is determined to be inside of the window or not [12]. In (2007)Leonardo Guerreiro
and Ralf Hartmut present a method for reconstructing of complex polygon after clipping
[13].
However, this article summaries the subject and introduced the current work. The rest of
this paper is organized as follows: article number (2) introduces the graphics pipeline, article
number (3) presents the two dimensional (2D) clipping. In article (4) the three dimensional
(3D) clipping is presented. The hardware implementation is in article(5). The test and results
are in article (6). The conclusions are stated in article (7).
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2- The Graphics Pipeline [14]
There is four major tasks in graphical pipeline as shown in figure (1) every one of these
tasks may consists of subtasks where modeling represents creation of the graphical data base.
Geometric processing includes transformation and clipping as shown in figure (2) for 2D. In
addition to that, hidden surface removal and projection are included for 3D as illustrated in
figure(3). Rasterizatoin generates the pixels which are stored in the frame buffer memory for
display on the screen.

Figure (1) The graphic pipeline

Figure (2) Geometric processing units in 2D

3- 2D Clipping
The two dimensional clipping is used when the image data base is two dimensional or
when the application is three dimensional but after projection on the projection plane and
transformation from the object space to the image space. Many methods can be followed to
accomplish clipping as summarized in the following sub-articles.

Figure (3) Geometric processing units in 3D

3-1 Direct method
This method is a modern way of Cohen Sutherland algorithm where the similarity between
them is on making the initial tests that decrease the number of intersection points that must
be calculated and the coding process which includes finding the position of each end point of
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the line segment according to the boundaries of the
clipping window by four bits code binary number called
region code as shown in figure (4).
By recognizing this code we can determine quickly
which line is completely inside the clipping window and
which is completely outside. Any line contains '1' in the
same bit position of both endpoints codes then it is
completely outside the clipping window and it should be
Figure (4) : Region code
eliminated. The way of testing the line according to the
boundaries of the clipping window is by making logical
AND process on the code of two endpoints or vertices of the line segment so if the result is
not zero it is completely outside the clipping window and it will be canceled. If the previous
tests are failed then the intersection point with the boundaries of the clipping window should
be calculated [12]. This is done by a direct calculation of the intersection point, where each
boundary of the clipping window is defined as a line using equation (1).

Where (X1,Y1) , (X2,Y2) represent the vertices of each line. The coordinate value of the first
intersection point is defined by one of the following:
Left: Xc = Xmin , Right: Xc = Xmax , Up: Yc = Ymin , Down: Yc = Ymax
To find the second coordinate value one of the equations (2-5) is used [15].

3-2 Midpoint division method
This method is designed to achieve the end points of the clipped line and also reject the
lines that are completely outside which makes it a very good method to implement the
clipping process on the picture that is larger than the screen size. This algorithm is of two
parts, the first one determines if the line lies inside the window boundaries to save it,
otherwise the line must be tested if it is outside the clipping boundaries to cancel it. If these
two tests are not productive the line must be divided in its midpoint and the previous tests are
repeated for each half separately and so on until achieving the intersection point [16].
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3-3 Trigonometric method
This algorithm depends on the slope of the line that must be clipped, so if the value of
slop is zero or infinity then the cosine law will be used while if the slop has a value between
zero and infinity then the triangular ratio can be used. To find the slop of the line there will
be no direct equation of the slop to avoid dividing by zero that makes the slop value
unknown [17].

4- 3D Clipping
All computer graphic images are two dimensional where the images that a computer can
produce via a monitor, a plotter or printer are displayed or recorded on two dimensional
screen or sheet of paper. What is meant by the term three dimensional is that attempts are
made to create the illusion of the third dimension, the depth. In computer graphics where
images are being created synthetically, variety of techniques have had to be specially
developed in order to produce the illusion of realistic three dimensional objects and this make
it much more complicated process like, perspective projection, shadows and shading effect
[18]. For this purpose a volume is used for restricting the vision range instead of the window
to account for the third dimension (z). Additional clipping is done for the third dimension
where objects that lie behind the observer cannot be seen so the clipping process becomes
very important and for this reason the clipping is called three dimensional clipping [19]. The
projection process to produce a perspective image has two undesirable effects: objects
behind the view point may appear on the screen, and objects may exceed the prescribed
limits of the view port. These effects can be eliminated by testing each point, in eye
coordinates, against a viewing pyramid, which defines the portion of eye coordinate space
which the viewer can actually see. Two conditions must be met for an individual point to be
visible within the pyramid:

Note that these conditions exclude points behind the viewing reference point which should not be
displayed.
The front vertices will be transformed from eye coordinate to screen coordinate, this mean
applying projection process to determine the location of each point on the projection plane or
the screen. Line cannot be processed as easily as
points and must be clipped against the limits of the
viewing pyramid. An external line segment may be
rejected as invisible if no part of it intersects the
pyramid , otherwise the endpoints of the visible
portion part of the line are calculated in the three
dimensional coordinate system then transform of the
end points of the line, after clipping, into the screen
coordinate is performed to display it. The clipping
process must operate on three dimensional
descriptions. There are several assumptions
considered to decrease the complexity and make the
Figure (5): Viewing pyramid
clipping process easier [19]. One of them is that the
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center of the projection is set at the origin of the eye coordinates and the viewing direction is
the positive z-axis. The second is that the pyramid is considered having (45) degree angle
between the z axis with each of its four sides planes. For the convenience of the clipping task
there is a redefine of a new coordinate system:

To test the coordinates of clipping points equations (11) and (12) are applied.

A three dimensional clipping algorithm can be derived by extending the two dimensional
scheme. The algorithm determines whether an end point of the line lies outside the limits by
computing a four bit code for each endpoint:
First bit :Xc is to the left of pyramid, that is, Xc<-Zc
Second bit : Xc is to the right of pyramid, that is, Xc>Zc
Third bit : Yc is below the pyramid, that is, Yc<-Zc
Fourth bit : Yc is above the pyramid, that is, Yc>Zc
If the codes for both endpoints are zero then both endpoints lie within the pyramid
and the line is trivially accepted for display. If the logical AND of the codes is not zero, both
endpoints lie on the invisible side of one of the planes and the entire line is trivially rejected.
Otherwise the line segment crosses one or more of the pyramid planes. The algorithm
computes the point of intersection of the line and uses this point to replace the end point that
was on the invisible side of the plane [20].

5- System with multiprocessing units
Systems with multiprocessing units are those that emphasize parallel processing and can
be divided in to two architecture configurations [21]:
-Pipeline processing units: performs overlapped computation to exploit temporal parallelism.
-Array processing units: uses multiple synchronized processing units to achieve spatial
parallelism.
Due to the high computing required to perform clipping process in real time a single
processing element is too slow to satisfy such requirement. This necessitates the development
of a system with multiprocessing units by splitting the load required for parallel processing
between the various individual processing units. One way to do this load partitioning is by
splitting it according to the function required where each processing unit deals with the
whole object but performs the associated function of the overall required computation on the
object exploiting pipelining. So the system is designed with three stages pipe, the first one
performs coding, the second stage decides the required clipping through generating the
clipping control or activating signals, and the third stage performs the required clipping.
Even distribution of processing unit is essential to ensure a balanced operation of such
system where in this method the information is passed from on stage to another forcing them
to wait for each other. Since all the stages have to complete their operation before the next
time unit so the system speed is inversely proportional to the slowest processing stage. This
disadvantage can be only overcome by minimizing the waiting interval and reducing the
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interaction between processing units or stages to minimum [2]. Another way of partitioning
is distributing the input space where the object (line to be clipped) is partitioned in to two
parts (two vertices) each one assigned to a separate coding unit and forcing the two units to
work in parallel. Their outputs are combined to perform the regional code of the endpoints of
the line. To achieve more balanced system operation, the same procedure is also applied to
partitioning the clipping operation over eight parallel units. During processing, some of these
eight units are active (up to four) and the rest are un activated depending on the position of
the two vertices. So the designed system exploits pipelining where after the pipe is full, it
produces an output for each time unit or clock. The over all architecture of the designed
pipeline system is shown in figure (6) where same system implements both 2D and 3D
clipping algorithms using FPGA kit (Spartan 3E- XCS500E) with Very high speed integrated
circuit Hardware Description Language (VHDL) as a program language [22][23].

Figure (6) : The designed architecture of line clipping hardware

The two input vertices of the line segment are first positional coded by the coding units of
(V1&V2) . The line is trivially accepted or rejected or not by the decision unit. The next
section in the pipeline consists of many parallel units for intersecting each vertex with each
side of the clipping zone. Although this architecture is for both 2D clipping and 3D clipping,
there is a difference between the two concerning the calculation which is in the image space
(x and y only for 2D) or in the object space (x , y , and z for 3D).

6- Tests and results
This article explains the test results of implementing the algorithms software using a
laptop with (2.2 GHz) frequency, where each algorithm is tested to clip (9) line segments
with different location and orientation. The time measurement is conducted for 10000
number of repetition, the measured results of executing each method by the software are
shown in table (1).
Table (1) : Software execution time

Algorithm

Total time (sec)

Line per sec

Direct method
Midpoint Division
Trigonometric

0.22
0.275
1.98

(10000*9)/0.22 = 409090
(10000*9)/0.275 = 327272
(10000*9)/1.98 = 45454

3D

8.35

(10000*9)/8.35 = 10778
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The direct method, being the fastest 2D method, is adopted to design the 2D clipping
hardware system. The same method is also developed to design the 3D clipping architecture.
The execution time, maximum frequency and the number of lines per second for each system
are stated in table number (2).
Table (2) : Processor execution time

System
2D
3D

Min. period
5.291 ns
5.685 ns

No. of Lines per sec.
189000100
175901400

The utilization summary of the device for each processor are presented in tables (3) and (4).
Table (3) : Device utilization summary for the 2D system

Table (4) : Device utilization summary for 3D system
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6-1

2D Clipping test

The first unit used to implement this algorithm is responsible for coding. The inputs to
this units are the coordinates of the clipping window (Xmin, Ymin, Xmax, Ymax) as well
as the coordinate values of the vertices of the line segment that will be clipped V1(X1,Y1),
V2(X2,Y2). The outputs are (Cx1 , Cx2) which are the positional codes of the line segment ,
and (fclip , fclip1) which are an indication that the coding process is completed as shown by
an example waveforms in figures (7) and (8).

Figure (7): (V1) Coding simulation result of 2D processor

Figure (8): (V2) Coding simulation result of 2D processor

The second unit (Decision) checks if the line is completely inside the clipping window or
completely outside or not so it gives an enable signal called (flag) in addition to a number of
indicators or activating signals that, according to the location of each vertex of the line
segment, specify which of the following unit will be activated and which will not be
activated. This is illustrated by the specific example as shown in figure (9).

Figure (9): Decision simulation result of 2D processor
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The signals (xl1,xd1,xr2,xu2) when activated mean that the first vertex of the line segment is
out of the window from both the left and down sides and the second vertex is out from both
the right and up sides. This leads to that the unit (V1left) will compute the clipping
intersection point for V1 for the example as shown in figure (10).

Figure (10): (V1 left) unit simulation result of 2D processor

For the other vertex the signals ( xr2 for right) will be activated for clipping V2 from the
right side of the clipping window in the same way used to clip V1 from the left side.

6-2 3D Clipping test
The inputs to the coding units are the coordinates values of the vertices of the line
segment that will be clipped V1(X1,Y1,Z1) and V2(X2,Y2,Z2). The outputs are (Cx1,Cx2)
which are the positional codes of the line segment , and (fclip, fclip1) which are an
indication that the coding processes are completed as shown by an example waveforms in
figures (11) and (12).

Figure (11): V1 Coding simulation result of 3D processor

Figure (12): V2 Coding simulation result of 3D processor
441
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The second unit (Decision) checks if the line is completely inside the view volume or
completely outside or not so it gives an enable signal called (flag) in addition to a number of
indicators or activation signals that, according to the location of each vertex of the line
segment, specify which of the following units will be activated and which will be not as in
the specific example which is shown in figure (13).

Figure (13): Decision simulation result of 3D processor

The signals or indicators which are activated are (xl1) and (xd1), this mean that the first vertex of
the line segment is out from the left and down sides while the indicators (xr2) and (xu2) mean
that the second vertex is out from the right and up sides. So when (fclip =1 , fclipl = 1 ,flag = 1 ,
xl1 = 1 and xr2 = 1) clipping on (V1) from the left is performed and on (V2) from the right as in
figure (14). Because the values of (Yc1) is not less than (-Zc1) and (Yc2) is not greater than
(Zc2), no further clipping is required from down for (V1) and from up for (V2).

Figure (14): (V2 Right) simulation result of 3D processor

7- Conclusions
The clipping process of a straight line segment is considered essential for clipping a picture
because the polygon is bounded by a number of line segments as borders and from a number
of polygons (or faces) the whole picture is formed and stored in the graphical data base. In
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this paper, a new parallel processing modular architecture for both 2D and 3D clipping is
presented. Pipelining is adopted in the design which, when the pipe is filled, can produce an
output for each unit time clock. Examining the results in table (1) the time of the direct
method is less among other algorithms this mean that its speed is the highest therefore this
method is implemented directly in hardware and developed to work as three dimensional
clipping algorithm. The speed up factor of implementing the clipping in hardware is (426) for
the 2D processor and (16320) for the 3D processor. To confirm 3D performance in real time
the speed is approximated by 35M polygon per second assuming polygons or faces of an
average of five sides. For a modern monitor with an assumed vertical frequency of 100 Hz or
frames per second, a complexity of 350000 polygonal faces can be processed by the 3D
clipping processor in real time ( i.e. in one frame ). In the future, a single adaptive algorithm
which assigns 2D clipper after projection or 3D clipper before is to be built and implemented
according to a predefined strategy as an extension of this work.
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